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We take a field k of characteristic 0 and consider the set of (G,X) where X= Aff n and G is 
a connected irreducible k-subgroup of GL(X) acting transitively on the complement Y of an ir- 
reducible hypersurface. A classification of (G,X) for k= C by Sato and Kimura is classical. We 
shall determine (G,X) such that G k is transitive on Yk in the case where G splits over k and a 
quaternion division k-algebra exists. This has been motivated by and applied to number theory; 
cf. Invent. Math. 85 (1986) 1-29 and Amer. J. Math. 109 (1987) 1-34. 
Introduction 
We shall denote by k a field of characteristic 0 and by (G, Y) an algebraic homo- 
geneous k-space; this means that G is an algebraic k-group acting transitively over k 
on an algebraic k-variety Y as a group of automorphisms. Then Yk = Y(k)  decom- 
poses into Gk-orbits and the decomposition can be described by the Galois co- 
homology sequence associated with (G, Y) relative to a point of Yk; cf. [14]. In this 
paper we shall consider a special class of (G, Y) and examine the condition under 
which Gk becomes transitive on Yk- More precisely we shall assume that G is a 
connected reductive subgroup of GL, and Y is the complement of an irreducible 
hypersurface f (x )  = 0 in X= Af f  n, hence Y is the unique dense G-orbit in a 'regular 
prehomogeneous vector space' (G,X). We recall that Sato introduced the b- 
function, sometimes called the Bernstein-Sato polynomial, in this situation. If 
tG = G for the sake of simplicity, then there is a polynomial b(s) of degree qual to 
that of f (x )  satisfying 
f (O/Ox) f (x)  s+ 1 = b(s)f(x)S 
for every s in IN; cf. [13, p. 136]. On the other hand, for the purpose of classification 
over k = C, Sato introduced a concept of equivalence in the set of prehomogeneous 
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vector spaces uch that each equivalence class contains a unique 'reduced' pair; cf. 
[12, p. 39]. We can now state our main result. 
Suppose further that G is an irreducible k-split group; then Gk is transitive on 
Yk if all roots of the b-function of the reduced pair equivalent to (G,X) are in- 
tegers. The point is that in the case where a nonsplit octonion k-algebra exists, 
e.g., for k = [R, the converse is true, hence the 'if' above can be replaced by 'if and 
only if'. We might also mention that if there is no nonsplit octonion k-algebra, but 
there is a nonsplit quaternion k-algebra, e.g., if k is a p-adic field, then G k is 
transitive on Yk in just one more case, i.e., the case where (G,X) is equivalent to 
(A 3GLT, A 3AffT). What seems to be remarkable is the relation between the transiti- 
vity of  Gk on Yk and the integrality of the roots of  the b-function of  the reduced 
pair equivalent to (G, X); our proof is based on the classification theory of Sato and 
Kimura [12], and it does not reveal the reason why such a relation exists. 
Finally we would like to mention that the original manuscript was written in the 
form of a supplement to [7], in which we gave an arithmetic theory of a pair (G, X) 
with its b-function having only integral roots. On Professor Friedlander's sugges- 
tion it has been slightly expanded; the introduction is revised and the first section 
is added. 
1. Review of  some results 
Throughout his paper we shall denote by k a field of characteristic 0 and by 
X, X', etc. affine spaces. By a theorem of E. Cartan, if G is a connected irreducible 
algebraic subgroup of GL n, its radical is either { 1 n } or (GLl)ln, in which In is the 
identity of GLn; in particular G is reductive. Suppose that G, G' are k-subgroups 
of GL,, and X=X'=Af fn ;  we say that (G,X),(G',X') are k-isomorphic if there 
exist k-isomorphisms G--% G', X--% X', denoted by g---, g', x~ x', satisfying (gx)'= g'x' 
for every g in G and x in X. If we write g'=~(g),  x '=hx  with h in GLn(k), this 
simply means that q~(g)=hgh -1 for every g in G, hence G'=hGh-l; the converse 
is also true. Suppose that G, G' are connected reductive k-split groups such that 
(G,X), (G',X') are isomorphic (over an extension field of k); then (G,X), (G; X') 
are k-isomorphic. Although this fact is well known, we shall outline its proof: 
By assumption there exists an element h of GLn such that G-%G" under ~0(g)= 
hgh-l. Since G, G' are connected reductive k-split groups, there exists (by a result 
of Demazure) a k-isomorphism 8: G-~G'; then 0-1~ is an automorphism of G. 
Again since G is a connected reductive k-split group, it differs from a k-automor- 
phism, say a, of G by an inner automorphism, say by go, of G, i.e., (o-l~0)(g)= 
gO(t~g)g ° l for every g in G. Then Id c and q~l = Oa give two equivalent k-representa- 
tions of G in Aft". Since G is a connected k-group, the above two representations 
are k-equivalent, i.e., there exists an element hi of GLn(k) such that ~01 (g)= hlghl 1 
for every g in G. Then g '= ~l(g), x '=  hlx give a k-isomorphism (G,X) -~ (G',X'). 
We shall consider the set of all pairs (G, X), in which G is a connected irreducible 
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k-split subgroup of GL n acting transitively on the complement Y of an irreducible 
hypersurface f(x) = 0 in X = Aff  n for n = 1, 2, 3, .... We know that f(x) is necessarily 
homogeneous and we may assume that its coefficients are in k. If k = C, a classifica- 
tion of such 'irreducible regular prehomogeneous vector spaces' has been given by 
Sato and Kimura [12]. They have shown, among others, that there are 29 types, each 
type consists of certain equivalence classes and each equivalence class contains a uni- 
que reduced pair. We have tacitly identified k-isomorphic pairs. We shall recall the 
definition of equivalence in Section 3. In view of the k-splitness assumption on G, 
the classification over k is similar to that over C. We shall copy from [12, pp. 
144-147] a list of 29 types of reduced pairs after the following notational agreement: 
In general if Q0 is a representation of a group G O in Af f  n°, we agree to let 
(7=G0×GL p act on Mno, p, the space of noXp matrices, as (go, gl).x=Qo(go)xtgl 
for (go, gl) in (7 and x in Mno ,p. Also we let any subgroup Go of GL r act on Sym r, 
the space of symmetric matrices of degree r, and Altr, the space of alternating 
matrices of degree r, as go" x = goxtgo for go in G O and x in Symr or Altr. We shall 
denote by SOr and Spinr the special orthogonal group and the spin group of a non- 
degenerate quadratic form in r_> 3 variables with coefficients in Q and of maximal 
Witt index; we shall denote by G2, E6 and E7 the connected Q-split simple groups 
of types G2, E6 and E7 realized as subgroups of SL7, 5L27 and SL56, respectively. 
Finally we shall denote by m the degree of the homogeneous polynomial f(x). In 
the following list G is the obvious image of (7 in GL(X): 
(1) (7 = G O x GLm, where Go is a connected irreducible Q-split subgroup of GLm 
and X= M m (= Mm, m); 
(2) (7 = GL m and X= Sym m, m >_ 2; 
(3) (7 = GL2m and X = Alt2m, m _> 3; 
(4) (7 = GL2 acting on the space X of binary cubic forms, m = 4; 
(5), (6), (7) (7=GLr and X=AaAf f  r for r=6,7,8,  m=4,7 ,  16; 
(8) (7 = SL3 x GL2 and X= Sym 2 (= Sym 3 x Sym3), m = 12; 
(9) (7 = SL6 x GL2 and X= Alt 2, m = 12; 
(10), (11) (7=SLsxGL p and X=Alt~ ° for p=3,4 ,  m= 15,40; 
(12) (7=(SL3xSL3)xGL2 and X=M 2 with G0=SL3×SL 3 acting on M 3 as 
Qo(go, gl)xo=goxotgl for (g0,gl) in Go and x0 in M3, m= 12; 
(13) (7=SP2rXGL m with m even and r>_m, and X=M2r, m; 
(14) (7 = SP6 x GL~ acting on A3Af f  6 and X is the 14-dimensional (7-stable sub- 
space of A3Aff 6, m = 4; 
(15) (7=SOr×GLm/2 with m even and r>_m, 3, and X=Mr, m/2; 
(16), (17), (18) (7=Spin 7x GLp and X=(space of 7-dimensional spinors) p for 
p= 1,2,3, m =2,4,6;  
(19), (22) (7=Sp inrxGL l  and X is the space of r-dimensional spinors for 
r=9,  11, m=2,4 ;  
(20), (21) (7 = Spin10 × GLp and X= (space of 10-dimensional even spinors) p for 
p=2,3, m=4, 12; 
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(23), (24) G = Spinr x GLI and X is the space of r-dimensional even spinors for 
r= 12, 14, m =4, 8; 
(25), (26) G = Gz x GLp and X= (Aff7) p for p = 1, 2, m = 2, 4; 
(27), (28) G=E6xGL p and X= (mff27) p for p= 1,2, m=3, 12; 
(29) (7=E7×GL 1and X=Af f  56, m=4. 
We also recall that the corresponding list of b-functions has been given by Kimura 
except for (11); cf. [9, pp. 76-78]. This list and [10] show that all roots of b(s) are 
integers for (1), (3), (13), the subtype of (15) defined by r being even and m = 2, (16), 
(19), (20), (27). On the other hand we have shown in [7, Theorem 4] that in each 
of the above 8 types Gk acts transitively on Yk- 
2. Galois cohomology 
We shall summarize some facts in Galois cohomology; we refer to [14] for 
the details. If G is a k-group, we shall denote its center by Z(G) and its iden- 
tity component by GO; they are both k-subgroups of G. If Y is a k-variety, the 
Galois group Gal(k/k), where £" denotes an algebraic losure of k, acts on Y(/~), 
and the set H°(k, Y) of Gal(k/k)-invariant points becomes Y(k). If G is a com- 
mutative k-group, then HP(k,G) is defined as the classical cohomology group 
HP(Gal(~/k),G(k)) for every p>_0; cf. [2]. Even if G is not commutative, the 
cohomology set HI(k, G) is defined as follows: We denote by Z l(k, G) the set of 
G(/~)-valued functions c(a)= c a on Gal(/~/k) satisfying c~cr = car for every a, r in 
Gal(/~/k) and we let G(/~) act on Zl(k, G) as (g. c)a=gacag - 1; then HI(k, G) is the 
set of G(/~)-orbits or cohomology classes in Z 1 (k, G). We shall denote the cohomo- 
logy class of 1, defined by la= 1 for every a in Gal(/~/k), also by 1. The cor- 
respondence G~HI(k, G) is a covariant functor on the category of k-groups with 
values in the category of sets. We shall always understand by a map from one Galois 
cohomology set to another the map associated by the functoriality with a k- 
homomorphism of k-groups, which we shall mention unless it is obvious. 
If GI, G2 are k-groups, the projections pri: GI ×G2~Gi for i=1,2 give a bijec- 
tion HI(k, G1 x G2)-~HI(k, GI) ×HI(k, G2). More generally if a k-homomorphism 
G~G' of k-groups G,G' has a cross-section defined over k, then the map 
HI(k, G)~HI(k, G') is a surjection; hence HI(k, G'):~ 1 implies Hi(k, G)~ 1. If a 
k-group G acts k-morphically and transitively on a k-variety Y as (g, x )~g.  x and 
if G¢ denotes the fixer in G of ( in Y(k), assumed to be nonempty, then we have 
the following exact cohomology sequence: 
1--*G¢(k)~G(k)-~ Y(k) ,HI(k,G~)~HI(k,G), 
in which the map G(k)~ Y(k) is g~g. ~ and Or/for every r/in Y(k) is the cohomo- 
logy class of c a = gag-1 for any g in G(/?) satisfying - l .  ~ = r/. The exactness at 
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H 1 (k, G~) means a bijection G(k) \ Y(k)--% a- 1(1) where ~ : H 1 (k, G~) ~H 1 (k, G); 
cf. [14, 1-64]. In particular if Cis a central k-subgroup of a k-group G and G'= G/C 
with I in G' as (, then the above sequence xtends to a longer exact cohomology 
sequence as follows: 
A --*HI(k,C)--*HI(k,G)~HI(k,G') ,H2(k,C); 
cf. [14, 1-71]. If 0 : t~-~ G is a k-homomorphism of k-groups with G, Y, ~ as above, 
then t~ acts on Y as g- x = Q(g)- x. If ~o is surjective and t~ denotes the fixer of 
in t~, then we have the fol lowing commutative diagram with exact rows: 
t~(k) , Y(k) , HI(k, t~) , H~(k, G) 
,o, l l l  
G(k) , Y(k) , H~(k, G~) , H~(k, G) 
The diagram (D) will be used in the following way: If the map H 1 (k, t~)~ H 1 (k, G) 
is trivial, i.e., the image is {1}, and Hi(k, G¢)~HI(k,G¢) is a surjection, then we 
get a bijection G(k)\ Y(k)~Hl(k, G~). 
If G is a k-group, then Hl(k, Aut(G)) is bijective to the set of k-forms of G. 
Furthermore we always have 
H~(k, GLn) =H~(k, SLn) = 1; 
cf. [14, III, §1 and 111-24]. We might mention that if G is a connected simply con- 
nected semisimple k-split group, then we have the following isomorphism: 
Aut(G)/Int(G) ~ Aut(Dynkin), 
in which Int(G) denotes the group of inner automorphisms of G, hence Int(G) is 
k-isomorphic to G/Z(G), and Aut(Dynkin) denotes the group of automorphisms of
the Dynkin diagram of G. 
If/an for any n_> 1 denotes the kernel of the nth power map in GL~, then ~ gives 
a bijection k×/(kX)n"%Hl(k, lun). Furthermore the map Hl(k, lumn)~Hl(k, ltm) 
associated with the nth power map llmn-'~m is surjective because it maps 2(kX) mn 
to 2(kX) m for every 2 in k x. On the other hand H2(k, GL1) is isomorphic to the 
Brauer group Br(k) of k under which H2(k, lan) is mapped to the subgroup Br(k)n 
of Br(k) consisting of elements of orders dividing n. Finally, if we regard ME as 
a k-split quaternion algebra, we have isomorphisms Aut(M2)=GL2/Z(GL2)= 
SL2/Z(SL 2) = Aut(SL2), hence a bijection between the set of k-forms of M2 and the 
set of k-forms of SL2. Similarly there exists a bijection between the set of k-forms 
of a k-split octonion algebra and the set of k-forms of G2; cf. [14, 111-7]. If a 
nonsplit octonion k-algebra exists, so does a nonsplit quaternion k-algebra, and 
if a nonsplit quaternion k-algebra exists, so does a quadratic field over k, i.e., 
k x ~ (kX) 2. 
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3. Invariance of I under equivalence 
We shall first state a simple fact which will be used repeatedly: Let a, b denote 
elements of Mr(k), Ms(k) for any r,s>_ 1; then ax=xb for every x in Mr, s(k) if and 
only if a=21 r, b=21 s for some 2 in k. The following proposition is a refinement 
of [12, Proposition 9, p. 38]: 
Proposition 3.1. Let Go denote a k-subgroup of GLno and ~)1,~02 representations of 
Gi=Go×GLp, G2=Go×GLq, where no=p+q and p, q>l ,  in Xl=Mno, p, X2= 
Mno, q, respectively, defined by 
Ql(gO, gl)Xl = gOXltgl, 02(go, g2)x2=tgoIx2tg2 
for every go, gl,g2 in Go, GLp, GLq and Xl,X 2 in XI,X2; put Gi=Qi(Gi) for i= 1,2. 
Then X 1 contains a dense Gl-orbit Y1 if and only if X 2 contains a dense Gz-orbit 
Y2; in that case Y1, Y2 are k-open and Gl(k)\ Yl(k), Gz(k) \Y2(k  ) are bijective. 
Furthermore if we denote by X~,X~ the k-open subsets of X1,X2 consisting of 
points of  maximal ranks and by Gno, p, Gno, q the Grassmannians of  subspaces of 
Aft n° of dimensions p, q, respectively, then the above bijection comes from the 
projections X~ -" Gno, p, X~ ~ Gno, q and the canonical isomorphism Gno, p = Gno, q. 
Proof. Although the proof is conceptual and simple, we shall give all details. We 
first recall the following well-known fact: If a k-group G acts k-morphically on a 
k-variety X with a dense orbit Y, then Y is necessarily k-open. If for every xl in 
X[ we denote by rq(xl) the span of the p columns of x¿, then rq gives a surjective 
k-morphism X~-'G,,o, p. We have a similarly defined surjective k-morphism 
rt2 :X~-" G,,,,.q. We observe that Xi is Gi-stable, hence X[ contains any dense G i- 
orbit in X i for i=1,2. We let Go act on Gno, p , Gno, q respectively as go" rq(xl)= 
rq(goXl), go.n2(x2)=rt2(tgolX2). If to any rtl(Xl) we associate r~2(x2), where 
tx~x2=0, then we get a Go-equivariant k-isomorphism Gno, p~G,,o,q. 
Now if Y1 is a dense Grorbit in Xl, hence in X~, then Zl=nl(Y l )  is a dense 
Go-orbit in G,,o. p and YI = rti-l(Z1); conversely if Zl is a dense Go-orbit in Gno, p, 
then Y1 =n l l (Z l )  is a dense Gl-orbit in X~ and Zl = hi(Y1). Similarly Y2 is a dense 
G2-0rbit in X2, i.e., in X~, if and only if Z2= n2(Y2) is a dense Go-orbit in Gno, q. 
Therefore G~ has a dense orbit II1 in X~ if and only if G 2 has a dense orbit Y2 in 
X2; in that case ZI = rq(Y~), Z2= rr2(Y2) become the corresponding dense Go-orbits 
in G,,o,p, Gno, q under the G0-equivariant k-isomorphism Gno, p=Gno, q. 
We shall show that G1(k)\ Yl(k) and G2(k)\ Y2(k) are bijective: We observe that 
Gl, G2, hence also II1, Y2, are not affected even if we replace Go by GoZ(GLno). 
Therefore we shall assume that Go contains Z(GLno)=(GLl)lno; we put G= 
Go/(GL1)lno and denote by Q the canonical k-homomorphism Go-' G. We observe 
that the actions of G o on Gno, p, Gno, q give rise to actions of G on them. Furthermore 
G(k)\Zl(k)  and G(k)\Z2(k) are bijective under the G-equivariant k-isomorphism 
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Gn~p=Gno, q. Therefore we have only to show that Gi(k)\Yi(k) is bijective to 
G(k)\Zi(k) under zri for i= 1, 2. Since the proofs are similar, we shall assume that 
i= 1. We observe that Ker(Ql) = {(21n0, A-llp): 2 eGL1}. Since HI(k, GLI) = 1, the 
exact cohomology sequence associated with the k-isomorphism G1/Ker(pl)--%Gi 
implies Ql(Gt(k))=Gl(k). In the same way we get Q(Go(k))=G(k). Furthermore 
nl:Yl(k)--,Zl(k) is a surjection satisfying zri-l(Ztl(~))=(GLp(k) for every ( in 
Yl(k). By putting these together we see that (, r/ in Yl(k) are Gl(k)-equivalent if
and only if ztl(~), ztl (r/) in Zl(k) are G(k)-equivalent. [] 
We shall consider the set of all pairs (G, X), in which G is a k-subgroup of GLn 
such that X=Af f "  contains a dense G-orbit Y for n = 1,2, 3, .... We say that 
(G1, Xl), (G2, X2) in the above proposition and also (G2, X2), (G1, X1) are neighboring 
pairs. We say that (G, X), (G; X')  in the set are equivalent if either (G, X )= (G, X')  
or if there exists a finite sequence from (G,X) to (G',X') such that all consecutive 
terms are neighboring pairs. This is an equivalence relation and the above proposi- 
tion implies the following corollary: 
Corollary 3.2. I f  G is a k-subgroup of GLn such that X= Aff '~ contains a dense 
G-orbit Y, then 1= lk(G, X)= IG(R)\ Y(k)l depends only on the equivalence lass of 
(G,X). [] 
We can replace Go, GLp, GLq in the proposition by GoZ(GLno), SLp, SLq without 
changing G1, G2. On the other hand in the case where Go is reductive, hence stable 
under an involution of Mno, if we define a representation Q~ of G2 in X2 as 
Q2(g0, g2)x2 = gox2tg2 and put G~ = o2(G~), then (G2, X2), (G~, X2) are isomorphic. 
Therefore if G O is a connected reductive k-split group, then (G2, X2), (G~, X2) are 
k-isomorphic. In particular the concept of neighboring pairs becomes ymmetric. 
4. Theorem and a program of its proof 
From now on we shall restrict ourselves to the set of pairs (G,X) in Section 1; 
we recall that G is a connected irreducible k-split subgroup of GL,, acting transiti- 
vely on the complement Y of an irreducible hypersurface f(x)= 0 in X= Aff  n. The 
remark after Corollary 3.2 shows that in this set the concept of equivalence becomes 
simpler and further that an equivalence over an extension field of k implies an 
equivalence over k. Therefore the classification over C by Sato and Kimura [12] re- 
mains valid over k. They have shown that every (G,X) in the set is equivalent to 
one of the 29 types of reduced pairs recalled in Section 1. We shall determine, under 
a certain condition on k, al l  (G,X) for which lk(G,X)= 1. In doing so we may 
assume, in view of the invariance of lk(G,X) under equivalence, that (G,X) is one 
of the 29 types of reduced pairs. 
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Theorem 4.1. There are 8 types of  (G,X) for which Ik(G,X)= 1 universally in k; 
such a (G, X)  can be characterized by the property that all roots of the b-function 
of the reduced pair in the equivalence class of (G, X) are integers. I f  there exists a 
nonsplit octonion k-algebra, then l k (G, X)  >_ 2 for other (G, X). I f  such an algebra 
does not exist but a nonsplit quaternion k-algebra exists, then le(G,X)= I for just 
one more equivalence class with the following reduced pair: G is the image of  GL 7 
under its representation i X=AaAf f  7. In the case where k is a local field or a 
number field a nonsplit octonion k-algebra exists if and only if k = ~ or k is not 
totally imaginary, i.e., k is isomorphic to a subfield of ~. Further, in the case where 
k is a local field there exists a nonsplit quaternion k-algebra if and only if  k ~ C, 
i.e. k is either ff~ or a p-adic field, while such a k-algebra lways exists in the case 
where k is a number field. 
The last part is well known: The statement about the existence of a nonsplit 
quaternion k-algebra is classical. As for the existence of a nonsplit octonion k- 
algebra, firstly the Cayley octonion algebra with the sum of 8 squares as its norm 
form does not split over ~. On the other hand a quadratic form in more than 4 
variables is isotropic over a p-adic field and trivially over C. Therefore if k is a total- 
ly imaginary number field, the norm form of any octonion k-algebra is isotropic 
over every completion of k, hence over k by Hasse's theorem. 
We shall prove the theorem by a case-by-case examination. In doing so we shall 
use some results in the theory of Jordan algebras. Those results can be found in 
[1, 8]; in the form we shall use they are summarized in [6, Sections 5, 7]. The first 
part of the theorem is a consequence of [7, Theorem 4], which we have already 
recalled in Section 1, and the invariance of lk(G, X)  under equivalence. We recall 
that the 8 types are (1), (3), (13), the subtype of (15) defined by r being even 
and m--2,  (16), (19), (20), (27). We further recall that the equivalence class of 
(AaGL7,AaAff 7) is (6). 
In proving the remaining parts we may omit (G,X) if G is a subgroup of G' for 
some (G,X)  in the list other than the above 9 types; this is because lk(G;X)>_2 
implies lk(G,X)>_lk(G;X)>_2. Explictly we shall omit (17), (18), (25), (26) by 
absorbing them in (15) for (r, m) = (8, 4), (8, 6), (7, 2), (7, 4) respectively, and omit 
(22) by absorbing it in (23). In the next section we shall examine 11 easy types, 
namely (2), (4), (5), (8), (9), (12), (14), the remaining subtype of (15), (23), (28), (29); 
these types are related to forms of degrees 2, 3, 4. After that we shall examine 4 types 
(6), (7), (10), (11) by explicitly using Galois cohomology; in the last two sections 
we shall examine the difficult types (21), (24) also by using Galois cohomoilogy and 
some computations in spin groups. We shall show that lk(G,X) is equal to the 
number of k-forms of a k-split octonion algebra for (6) while lk (G, X)_> 2 for other 
types under the assumption that a nonsplit quaternion k-algebra exists. That will 
complete the proof. 
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5. 11 types related to forms of lower degree 
We shall start by the following general remarks: If G, X, Y and f(x) have the stan- 
dardized meaning, we have f(gx) = v(g)f(x) for every g in G and x in X with a ra- 
tional character v of G defined over k. Furthermore if we denote by G 1 the kernel 
of v, then v gives a k-isomorphism G/GI-~GL1; we also have Z(G)=(GL I ) I , .  
Now the map f :  Y~ GL1 gives rise to a surjection G(k)\  Y (k)~ v(G(k))\f(Y(k)),  
hence 
lk(G, X) >_ Iv(G(k)) \ f (Y(k) )  I. 
Although we shall not use it in this paper, the equality holds if and only if Gl(k) is 
transitive on f - l ( f (O)  for every ~ in Y(k). What we shall use is that i f f (Y (k ) )= k × 
and v(G(k))=(k×) 2, then lk(G,X)>_ [kX: (k×)2]. We recall, on the other hand, that 
G has been defined as the image under a k-homomorphism, say Q, of a connected 
reductive k-split group t~. Since (GL1)ln is a subgroup of G, we see that G(k) 
always contains kXQ((~(k)). 
For type (2) we have (~ = GLm, where m_>2, X= Sym m, which is the space of 
symmetric matrices of degree m, hence n=m(m+ 1)/2, Q(g)x=gxtg and f (x )= 
det(x). Since Ker(Q)=P21m, we have G(k)= k×Q(G(k)). Therefore if we associate 
the quadratic form Qx(u) = ½tuxu to x, then Y(k) becomes the set of all nondegene- 
rate quadratic forms on Aff  m with coefficients in k and G(k)\  Y(k) becomes the 
set of equivalence classes of such quadratic forms under Qx(u)~2Qx(tgu) for 2 in 
k × and g in GL m (k) .  Since we have assumed the existence of a nonsplit quaternion 
k-algebra, there exist isotropic and anisotropic quadratic forms over k for m = 2 and 
also for m = 3. By taking an orthogonal direct sum with a hyperbolic form over k, 
we see that l_> 2 for every m >_ 2. 
For type (15) we take r->m, where m is even and r is odd if rn=2,  and we denote 
by Q(u) a nondegenerate quadratic form in r variables with coefficients in k and of 
maximal Witt index; then t~=SO(Q)×GLm/2,  X=Mr, m/2, p(gl,g2)x=glxtg2 and 
G = Q(t~). If we put Q(u, o) = Q(u + o) - Q(u) - Q(o) and x = (x1"'" Xm/2), then f(x) = 
det(Q(xi, xj)), hence v(Q(gl, g2)) = det(g2) 2- Furthermore Q is an injection if r is odd 
while Ker(Q)= {+(lr, lm/2)} if r is even. We shall show that (Q((i, ~j)) for a suitable 
= (~"" ~m/2) in Y(k) becomes a diagonal matrix with any given diagonal entries 
;t~, ... ,;tm/2 from k ×. Since Q(o) is of maximal witt  index and r>_m, after a linear 
change of variables defined over k we will have 
m/2 
O(o)= ½ E ~ti( 02 2 - Om/2+i) -}- ...  , 
i=1 
where the unwritten part is free from ol, ..., ore; we have only to take ~= t(lm/20 ). 
Suppose now that r is odd; then G(k)=p(G(k)), hence v(G(k))=(k×) 2 while 
f (Y (k ) )=k  × by the above remark. Therefore lk(G,X)>_2. Suppose next that r is 
even, hence m >__4, and that ~, r/ in Y(k) are G(k)-equivalent; hen we have 
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2g2(Q(~i, ~j ))tg2 = (Q(rli , rlj )) 
for some ~. in k × and gz in GLm/z(k ). Therefore by (2) and by the above remark we 
also have 1>_ 2. 
For type (4) we have 1~ = GL  2 and X= Aft4; if we associate the binary cubic 
form 
Px(u, D) ~-X1//3 + X2//2D + X3UO 2 + X4 U3 
to x, then Q is defined as Po(g)x(u, o)=Px(u', o'), where (u'o') = (uo)g, and G = Q((~). 
Furthermore f(x) is the discriminant of Px(u, o), hence Y(k) becomes the set of all 
binary cubic forms with coefficients in k such that the associated 0-cycle on the pro- 
jective line is reduced, i.e., consists of three distinct points. Finally G(k)\ Y(k) 
becomes the set of equivalence classes of such cubic forms under Px(U,O)-~ 
2Po(g)x(U, O) for 2 in k × and g in GL2(k  ). Since / / ( / /2_  02) and u(u 2- do 2) for any 
d in k ×- (kx)  2 are G(k)-inequivalent, we have l>_2. 
We shall simultaneously examine the 4 types (8), (9), (12), (28): In general we put 
Xo--Aff  n° and assume that a semisimple k-subgroup Go of GL(X0) has a cubic in- 
variant P(xo) with coefficients in k; for x=(xl,x2) in X=X 2 define f(x) as the 
discriminant of the binary cubic form Px(u, o) = P(ux 1 + ox2); put (~ = Go x GL2, 
define • as ~O(go, gl)x--goxtgl and put G=Q((~). Then we will have the situation 
that if ~,r/ in Y(k) are G(k)-equivalent, he binary cubic forms Pc(u,o),P,7(u,o ) 
with coefficients in k are equivalent. Therefore we will have l>_ 2 if we can produce 
inequivalent binary cubic forms as Pc(u, o) above. 
We shall denote by A the Jordan algebra of hermitian matrices of degree 3 with 
entries from a k-split composition algebra. We take the underlying space of A as 
X0, the generic norm of A as P(xo) and Aut(P) ° as Go, in which Aut(P) consists of 
all go in GL(Xo) satisfying P(goXo)---P(xo). Then we get (8), (12), (9), (28) for 
dim(X0) = 6, 9, 15, 27. In particular embeddings of their coefficient algebras give 
successive mbeddings of Xo: Sym 3 in M3, etc. Therefore we have only to observe 
in the first case that for any d in k ×, if we put 
iol0! 1 i!0!l ~1 = 0 ' ~2 = 1 , 
1 0 
we get Pc(u, o) = u( / /2  - do2). 
We shall examine the 4 types (5), (14), (23), (29): We take the same A as above 
and denote the cubic form P(xo) by det(a) this time; for x=(a+a,b+fl)  in 
X = (X 0 + Af t  1)2 we put 
f (x) = Q(a *, b #) + det(a)fl + det(b)a - ¼(O(a, b) - ctfl) 2, 
in which Q(a, b)= tr(ab) and aa # = det(a)la, and we take the identity component of 
the group of all similarities of f(x) as G. Then we will have v(G(k))= (kX) 2 and 
f (Y(k) )=k x, hence 1>_2. 
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In fact if a = 13, Ct = 0 and b -- 0 in x, we get f (x)  =,8, hence f (Y (k ) )  = k ×. On the 
other hand if we put 
E(xI,X2) = Q(al, b2) - Q(a2, bl) - (al,82 - a2fll), 
in which xi = (ai + cti, bi+,si), then for every g in G we have 
f (gx) = Ve(g)2f(x), E(gxl, gx2) = ve(g)E(Xl, x2). 
Furthermore for any t in GLI if we put gt(a + a, b + fl) = (a + t -  la, t b + t2/~), then gt 
is in G and vE(gt)=t. Therefore we get v(G(k))=VE(G(k))2=(kX) 2. Finally we 
have (14), (5), (23), (29) for dim(X0)--6,9, 15,27. 
6. Types (6), (7), (10), (11) 
We shall denote the natural basis for Aff  r by el, e2,..., er. For type (6) we have 
(~ = GL7 ,  X=A3Af f  7 and G is the image of t~ under the representation Q of GL7 
in AaAff 7, hence Ker(Q)=/./317 . If we omit A and put 
= el (e2e 5 + e3e 6 + e4e7) + e2e3e4 +ese6e7, 
then ~ is in Y(k) and (7~ is k-isomorphic to G 2 × Ker(Q); cf. [12, pp. 83-86]. There- 
fore G~ is k-isomorphic to GE=Aut(G2) and HI(k, t~)-- 'Hl(k,  G~) is a surjection. 
Therefore G(k) \ Y(k) is bijective to H 1 (k, Aut(G2)) by (D) in view of H 1 (k, t~) = 1. 
We finally recall that the set of k-forms of G 2 is bijective to the set of k-forms of 
a k-split octonion algebra. 
For type (7) we have t~=GL8, X=AaAf f  8 and G is the image of t~ under the 
representation Q of GLs in AaAff s, hence Ker(Q)=/.t318. If we put 
= eleEe 3+ e4ese6 + (e le  4 - ezes)e 7 + (e le4  - e3e6)es ,  
then ~ is in Y(k) and t~ is the image of SL  3 under its adjoint representation 
Ad:SL3/Z(SL3)~(7~; cf. [12, pp. 87-90]. Since Ad of SL n for any n_>2 is the 
Cartan composition of t~  a, ta-~, there exists an invertible linear transformation 
y in the Lie algebra of SLn satisfying Ad(ta -1) = yAd(a)y- l  for every a in SLn. In 
the present case we can take Ad(g0) for I01:; 
go = 13 0 
0 0 -- 12 
as y. It follows from these that 
~¢=(~n G~go)Ker(o), 
hence ~ and G~ are k-isomorphic to Aut(SL3)× Ker(~) and Aut(SL3). Therefore 
as before we get a bijection G(k) \  Y(k) -~Hl(k ,  Aut(SL3)). Finally Aut(SLn) for 
any n_>3 splits into a semidirect product of Int(SLn) by Aut(Dynkin)=~t2, hence 
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Hl(k, Aut(SLn))--'Hl(k, g2) is a surjection. Therefore we have 1_2. 
For type (10) we have (7 = SL5 × GL3, X= (A2AffS)3; if we identify AZAff 5 with 
the space of alternating matrices of degree 5, then for x= (xl x2 x3) in X we have 
Q(gl,gz)x=(glxltgl ... glx3tgl)tg2, and G =O(t~), hence Ker(~o)= {((15, (-213): (Eft5}. 
On the other hand if we identify A2Aff 5 with Aft  1° by ordering the basis {eij} for 
AZAff 5 as ( i , j )=(1,2),  (2,3), (1,3), (2,4), (1,4), (3,4), (4,5), (2,5), (3,5), (1,5) and 
put (= t(13 0 13 0) with both zeros of size (3, 2), then ~ is in Y(k) and (7~ is the 
image of SL2 under (Q4,Q2), in which o l (a )=a for every a in SL2; cf. [12, pp. 
95-96]. It follows from this that (7¢ = (~ Ker(o). In particular G¢ and t~¢ are k- 
isomorphic to SLz/Z(SL2) = Aut(SL2) and Aut(SL2) × Ker(o). Therefore G(k) \ Y(k) 
is bijective to H 1 (k, Aut(SL2)), hence l_> 2. 
For type (11) we have t~=SL 5 × GL4, X= (AZAffS) 4, 
o(gl ,  g2)x = (g lx :g l  "'" glx4tgl)tg2 
for x = (Xl "'" x4) in X and G = ~ ((7), hence Ker(o) = { ((15, ( -  214): ( e g5 } similarly as 
before. However this time (7~ = { 1 } for ~ in Y(k), hence we have to modify our 
argument. We have f(Q(gl, g2)x)= det(gz)l°f(x) for every (gl, g2) in (7. Therefore we 
get a homomorphism 2~ : (7¢--->gl 0 as X(gl,g2)= det(g2), and this implies the follow- 
ing commutative diagram with exact rows: 
Q 
1 , Ker(Q) , G~ ,1 ,t7¢ 
1 ) ,/-/5 ) f l lO ) P2  ) 1 
in which Ker(o)~g5 is the restriction of •, hence it is an isomorphism. In the cor- 
responding diagram 
Hl(k, t~e,) 
1 
HI(k,/210) 
' HI(k, G¢) 
, H I  (k,//2) 
A 
' H2(k,  Ker(0)) 
1 
, H2(k,/15) 
HI( k, g l0)--'Ht( k, ]'/2) is a surjection and H2(k, Ker(Q))-~H2(k, as) is a bijection, 
hence Hl(k,t~¢)-+Hl(k,G¢) is also a surjection. Therefore weget  a bijection 
G(k) \ Y(k)~ Hl(k, G¢). 
We shall show that the homomorphism G¢~g 2 has a cross-section: We identify 
A2Aff 5 with Aft  l° as before and take t(14 0 14 0) as ~; cf. [12, p. 97]. If we denote 
by gl and g2 the diagonal matrices with respective diagonal entries 1 , -  1, -  1, 1, 1 
and -1,  1 , -  1 , -  1, then (gl,g2) is in (7¢, hence Q(g~,g2) is in G¢. Furthermore its 
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image in ~/2 is )C(gl,g2) 5 : ( - -  1) 5--- -- 1. Therefore - 1 - *P (g l ,  g2)  defines a cross- 
section for G¢ ~/z2, hence H l (k, G¢) --, H l (k,/z2) is a surjection, and hence l_> 2. 
7. Type (21) 
Since otherwise our argument may become incomprehensible, we shall first recall 
some basic facts on spinors; we refer to [3, 5] for the details: We define a hyperbolic 
form Q(o) on v= Af f  2n, where n_  2, as 
oiei = 2 oio.+i. 
i= l  i= l  
If we identify an element g of End(V) with an element of M2,, composed of a, b, c, d 
in Mn as (" :) g(el '"  e2n) = (el-" e2n) c ' 
then O(Q), SO(Q) become O2n, SO2n ; we observe that g is in O(Q) if and only if 
atb, ctd are alternating and atd+ btc = 1 n . We denote by C the Clifford algebra of 
(V, Q), by C ÷ the subalgebra of C generated by the image of V® V and by G* the 
group of units s of C ÷ such that ¢(s)o =sos- 1 is in V for every o in V; then ¢ gives 
a representation of G* in V with Ker(~) = (GLI)I and Im(¢) = SO2n. Furthermore 
if s--* s' denotes the canonical involution of C characterized by o '= o for every o in 
V, then the prescription Vo(S)= ss' gives rise to a k-isomorphism G*/Spin2n ~ GLl- 
We have denoted by Spinzn the kernel of Vo; it is generated by 
Si(2t ) =2-1  + (Z --Z-l)eien+ i, 
where 1 <i<_n, for all 2~:0 and sij(2)= 1 + Aeiej, where j~ i+n,  1 <i<j<_2n, for 
all 2. 
We shall denote by X 0 the span in C of e;,---el2 p for all 1 < il <- ' -<  i2p<n, 
p = 0, 1,... ; then for every s in C + and Xo in X 0 there exists a unique element Yo of 
Xo satisfying Sxoen+ 1"'" e2n =Yoen+ l "'" e2n. The prescription O(s)xo=Yo gives a 
representation 0 of G* in Xo. If  Xo~:0 is in Xo and Gx*0 denotes the fixer of x 0 in 
G*, then ~ is injective on Gx*0. If  we put 
s o = insl (i)--.Sn (i), 
where i2= - 1, then Ker(0) = { l, so} and Vo(S o) = ( -  1) n, ~(s o) = - 12,,. Therefore if n 
is odd, then 0 is injective on Spin2,, and/a4-~Z(Spin2n) as i~i-nso . On the other 
hand, since s=21/2sl(21/2)= 1 +(A-1)elen+l  is in G*(k) and Vo(S)=;t for any A 
in k ×, the homomorphism Vo" G*(k )~k × is surjective. Therefore the exact co- 
homology sequence associated with G*/Spin2n ~ GLI implies 1 ~H 1 (k, Spin2n) 
H l (k, G *) ~ 1. Similarly ~" G */(GL 1 ) 1 ~ SO2n implies 1 ~ H l (k, G * ) ---, H 1 (k, SO2n ). 
Therefore we also have 1 ~ H l (k, Spin2,~) ~ H 1 (k, SO2n) under ~ : Spin2n ~ SO2n. In 
the following lemma, K is a quadratic extension of k: 
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Lemma 7.1. Let h = th denote an element of  Mn(k) such that the associated quadra- 
tic form on Aff n is hyperbolic; then there exists an element g of  SO2n (K) satisfying 
& which (7 is the nontriv&l automorphism of K over k. 
Proof. We observe that the right-hand side of the above equation, i.e., the square 
matrix of degree 2n with 0, h, h-1, 0 as its entry matrices, is an element of SO2n (k) 
of order 2. If u is in GLn(k), then the inner automorphism by the element, say go, 
of SOEn (k) with u, 0, 0, tu- 1 as its entry matrices transforms the right-hand side into 
a similar matrix with h replaced by hi = uhtu. If we can find a solution gl for hi in- 
stead of h, then g=go lgl gives a solution for h. 
Now an element g of MEn (K) gives a solution if and only if g has a, b, h- laa, h- lb" 
as its entry matrices with a, b in Mn (K) satisfying 
atb+bta=O, atb~+btaa=h, det(g) = 1. 
By the above remark and by assumption we may assume that h has 0, lp, lp, 0, 
where n = 2p, as its entry matrices. If we write K= k(o9) with o9 2 =A in k ×, we can 
easily verify that 
(1 + O9)- llp 
a= 0 
b= ½(2- 1)o9 ( _  (A 
gives a solution. [] 
o ) 
) (/1...1.. (./))- 1 lp 
0 (1 "~- CO)- 1 lp'~ 
+ to)- l lp 0 
We shall examine type (21): We have G=Spinlo×GL3, X=X 3, Q(gl,g2)x = 
O(gl)xtg2 and G =Q(t~), hence p4--% Ker(o) as i--* (i-Is o, i13), in which i 2 -  - 1. If we 
put 
= (1 + ele2e3e4, ele 5 + e2e3e4es, ele 2 + el e3e4es), 
then ~ is in Y(k); we shall determine t~ and G~. According to [12, pp. 124-127], 
the Lie algebra of G~ is isomorphic over C to that of SL 2 × 03 . We shall explicitly 
construct a k-homomorphism SE E x SL2 --~ (~ and determine G~ first. As we shall 
see, the result is 
G~ =(SE  E X SEE)/{ +_(12, 12) } -- SO4, 
which one may not expect from the above-quoted result. 
We recall that the correspondence 
fi = (fi i j) -'* I//0(fi) -'- 1 + (( f i l l  -- 1)e3 + fiE1 e4)es + (filEe3 + (fi22 - 1)e4)e9 
+ (f i l l  + fi22 -- 2)e3e4ese9 
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gives a k-homomorphism ~0:SL2 --~ Spinl0 satisfying 
/00> I°!l O(q/o(a ) )= t a - l  , a= 0 ct ; 
0 0 
cf. [5, p. 1004]. Since O(q/o(a))~ = ~ for every a in SL 2, the image of SL 2 in (7 under 
a-~(q/0(a), 13) is contained in (7~. On the other hand if we put 
e+ = -3e le2-e2e6-2ese7-ese  9, e_ = -3e le7+e6e7-2e2e lo+e3e4,  
e o = - 2 + 2e2e 7- e3e 8 - ene 9 + 4eselo, 
then they are in C + and [e+, e_] = e+e_ - e_e+ = e o, [e o, e+] = 2e+, [eo, e_] = - 2e_. 
Furthermore le2,e2e 6,...,e3e4 are the tangent vectors of  the one-parameter sub- 
groups s12(2),$26(2), ... ,$34(A ) of Spinlo at A = 0, hence e_+, eo are in its Lie algebra. 
Therefore we get a k-homomorphism ~1 : SL2--+ Spinlo satisfying 
I,//1(10 ] )=exp(Ae+) ,  ~1( ]  ~)=exp(Ae_) ,  
and we have 
Similarly if we put 
Ii°i; Ii°il Ii °!1 f+= 0 , f _= 0 , fo  = -2  , 1 0 0 
then they are in M3 and [f+, f_] =fo ,  [f0, f+] = 2f+, If0, f - ]  =-  2f_. Therefore we 
get a k-homomorphism q/2 : SL 2~GL 3 satisfying 
and we have 
,t o o>i  i Oo il 
The point is that we have 0(q/l(ff))~tq/2(a)= ~ for every a in SL2, hence the image 
of  SL 2 in (7 under a~(~l (a ) ,  WE(a)) is also contained in (7~. Furthermore q/0(t~l) 
and q/l(a2) commute for every al, ct2 in SL 2. Therefore the correspondence 
(ffl, ~2) ~ ~//(al, if2) : (~0((~l)lffl (~2), 1ff2(ff2)) 
gives a k -homomorphism ~:SL2× SL2---)(7~. Finally suppose that ((~1,~2) is in 
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Ker(q/); then q/2(ot2) = 13, hence t~ 2 = 4-12. I f  ~2 = 12, then q/(t~l, 12) = (q/o(t;tl), 13) im- 
plies al = 12, and i f  t~2=-  12, then q/ (a l , -  12)=(q /0( -a l ) ,  13) implies t~ 1 =-  12. 
Therefore Ker(q/)= {4-(12, 12) }. Since d im( t~)= d im(G) -d im(X)=6,  we see that 
Im(q/) = t~.  
We observe that there is no (gl,g2) in t~ satisfying (gl,g2)q/(al, tt2)(gl,g2) - l --  
q/(az, ai) for every al, a2 in SL 2. Therefore every coset in t~/ t~ contains an ele- 
ment of the centralizer of G~ = Im(q/) in t~.  If we put #o(a)= 1, ~01(a) = a for every 
a in SL2, then 0(q/o® q/l) is the sum of Qo®Qo, Ql ®~01 and Qo®~O 4. Therefore the 
centralizer of Im(0(q/o® q/l)) in Mlo is the span of projections, say Po, Pl and P2, 
of Aff l° to the representation spaces of Qo®Qo, Ql®Ol and ~Oo®(Qo+Q~). By 
using this fact we can easily determine the centralizer of Im(q~(q/o® q/l)) in SOlo 
and see that it is {+Pl +P2}- This implies that the centralizer of t~  in t~ is 
Ker(~o) 1i (q/o(- 12), 13)Ker(o)- Since (q/o(+ 12), 13) are the only elements of the cen- 
tralizer contained in t~,  we see that 
In particular G~ is connected and Hi(k, G~)~Hl(k, G~) is a surjection. 
We observe that the diagonal map SL2/{+ 12}--*(SL2 × SL2)/{ -- (12, 12)} gives a 
cross-section for the projection pr I . On the other hand we have 1 -*HI(k, Spinlo)--* 
Hl(k, SOlo) under 0"Spinlo-~SOlo . Since HI(k ,G)  is bijective to Hl(k, Spinlo) 
under prl, therefore, if we can show that the map Hi(k, SL2/{_+ 12})~Hl(k,  SOlo) 
associated with the composite homomorphism of 
SL2/{_  12 } diagona~ (SL2× SL2)/{_+.(12 ' 12)} ~u ~ pr,, Spinlo 0 SOlo 
is trivial, then the map HI(k, SLz/{+lz})--*HI(k,G) associated with the compo- 
site homomorphism of SL2/{_ 12} ~t~¢~G¢--*G is also trivial. Since the map 
HI(k, SLz/{+12})~HI(k, G£) is injective, we then have 1>_2 by (D). 
Since H 1 (k, SL 2/{___ 12 }) is bijective to H a (k, Aut(M2)) = Br(k) 2, an element of 
HI(k, SL2/{+12}) is represented by a quaternion k-algebra. We take a quadratic 
extension K of k over which the quaternion algebra splits; then it is represented by 
an element of H2(Gal(K/k), K×). Also there exists a classically known isomorphism 
H2(Gal(K/k), K x) = k×/N(K×); el. [2, p. 251 ]. The inverse of this correspondence 
can be made explicit: Take any 2 from k ×, choose a from GL2(K ) satisfying 
a°a=Al2 for elK~e 1 and denote by c o the automorphism of M 2 by 12 or a, i.e., 
fl-~fl or a~a- 1, according as a[K= 1 or a I K*  1; then the class of c o is the element 
of Hl(k, Aut(M2)) which is mapped to 2N(KX). We can simply take as a the ele- 
ment of GLE(k) with entries 0, 1, 2, 0. 
In order to go further we shall use the following formula: 
(0  o)(0 q/0 _ ,~ - 1 q/1 __ ,~ - 1 = ~" - 2(,~2e2 + eT)( -  e3 + es)(- ~ - 2e4 + e9)(A4e5 + elo) 
valid for every A ~: 0. This can be verified by computation observing that q/l evalu- 
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ated at the element of SL 2 with entries 0, 2, - 2- l ,  0 is exp(2e+)exp(- 2 le_)exp(2e+). 
At any rate we see that the image of the class of c,, in HI(k, SO1o) is the class of 
do defined by d a = 110 if t r lK= 1 and i 00 l 0  
0 1 
h -1 0 
if tr]K:~l,  in which h denotes the diagonal matrix with -2  -1 , -1 ,2 ,2  -2 as its 
diagonal entries. Since the quadratic form on Aff 4 associated with h is hyperbolic, 
the lemma shows that the class of do is 1. This completes the proof. 
8. Type (24) 
For the last type, (24), we have t~=G*, X=X0,  Q=0 and G-Q(t~)  in the 
14-dimensional case, hence Ker(Q)= {1,s0}. The orbital structure of Spinl4 in the 
case where/c = k has been exhaustively studied by Popov [11]. For instance a basic 
relative G-invariant is of degree 8, hence v(o(s)) = v0(s) 4 for every s in t~. According 
to [11, Lemma 33, p. 228], cf. also [4, p. 146], if ~ is in Y(k), then for any ( in/as 
there exists an element s of Spin14 satisfying 0(s)~= (- l~. Then (s is in G~ and 
v0((s)=( 2, hence v0 gives rise to a k-isomorphism G~/(Spinl4)~-%bt4 . As for 
(Spin14)~ there is a small incorrectness in [11, Proposition 11, p. 225]: (Spinl4)£ 
does not have two components, but is connected. Since this is not frivolous for our 
purpose, we shall give some details. 
If we take 
= 1 + (ele2e 3+ e4ese6)e 7 + ele2e3e4ese6, 
then (Spin14)~is k-isomorphic to G2 × G2, cf. [4, p. 147; 11, p. 210; 12, p. 131], and 
(Spin14)~= (7~- G~. The centralizer, say Z, of G~ in G~ can easily be determined: 
Since 0 is injective on t~,  it maps Z isomorphically to the centralizer of 0(G~) in 
~(G~). On the other hand ~(tT~) is the sum of two GE'S realized as 7-dimensional 
matrix groups• Therefore the centralizer of ~( t~)  in 3'/14 is the span of the projec- 
tions, say Pl, P2, of Af f  14 to the two representation spaces. By using this fact we see 
that the centralizer of 0((7~) in SOl4 consists of +(p1+P2)=+114 . Therefore 
Z = { 1, So } = Ker(Q). We now observe that 
3 
go = I-[ {1 +(-ej+iej+a)ej+7+(iej-ej+3)ej+1o-2ejej+3ej+7ej+lo} 
j= l  
• (1 + ( i -  1)e7e14 ), 
where i 2= --1, gives an element of G~ such that g2 =So, Vo(So)= i and 
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0 to l) o0 i  0 
0 0 
cf. [5, p. 1002 and p. 1004]. Furthermore the inner automorphism of t~ by go gives 
rise to the automorphism of (~= (Spin14)~ permuting the two factors of G 2 × G2, 
cf. [11, p. 226]. Therefore if we denote by/a the cyclic group generated by go, then 
t~ is a semidirect product of (~  by p =/14 and G~ is a semidirect product of G~ by 
Q(/0=/a2. In particular G~ is k-isomorphic to Aut(G 2 × G2) and (Spinl4)( is con- 
nected. We can give a less computational proof of this. 
We shall prove l_> 2 by using (D): Since G~ is a semidirect product of G~ ) by ~o(/a) 
and H 1 (k, ~o(/a)) ~ 0, we have only to show that the image of H l (k, O(P)) in H 1 (k, G) 
is {1}. Since Hl(k, la)~Hl(k,O(la)) is a surjection, this will follow if the image of 
H l(k,/a) in H l (k, (~) is { 1 }. Since 1 --* H 1 (k, (~) -~ H l (k, SOl4 ) under q~ : t~ ~ SO14 , all 
we have to show is that the map H l (k,//)--*H 1 (k, SO14 ) associated with q~ :/a-~ SO14 
is trivial. The expression for q~(go) shows that the map/a--, SO14 goes through the 
subgroup 
of 8014. Since HI(k, GL7) = 0, therefore, the map Hi(k, p )~Hl (k ,  SO14) is indeed 
trivial. [] 
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